The disclosure provides a network data configuration method and a network data configuration system. The network data configuration method includes the following steps: when receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device, the network data configuration system enters a global configuration mode; when receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode is any configuration mode under the global configuration mode; when receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a second configuration mode, the network data configuration system exists from the first configuration mode and switching directly to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode. The application of the disclosure can effectively reduce mode switch operations in the process of network data configuration and improve the configuration efficiency of network data.
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- entering a global configuration mode
- switching to a first configuration mode from the global configuration mode
- exiting from the first configuration mode and switching to a second configuration mode
- exiting from the second configuration mode and switching back to the first configuration mode
- exiting from the first configuration mode and switching back to the global configuration mode
- switching to the third configuration mode from the global configuration mode
Fig. 3

1. Entering a global configuration mode

2. When receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a first configuration mode, switching directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode

3. When receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a second configuration mode, exiting from the first configuration mode and switching directly to the second configuration mode
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NETWORK DATA CONFIGURATION
METHOD AND NETWORK DATA
CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the technology field of network communications, and in particular to a network data configuration method and a network data configuration system.

BACKGROUND

At present, network administrator generally configures data for a network device using a Command Line Interface (CLI) provided on the network device; the specific configuration method, as shown in FIG. 1, mainly includes the following steps:

Step 101: first entering a global configuration mode according to an input configuration command, wherein the global configuration mode can contain a plurality of configuration modes and each configuration mode further can contain a plurality of configuration modes, like a tree structure; the global configuration mode contains a plurality of subnodes and each subnode also can contain a plurality of subnodes, and so on. Each configuration mode corresponds to a specific module on the network device;

Step 102: if it is needed to configure data in a first configuration mode (a subnode of the global configuration mode), inputting a mode switch command in the global configuration mode, switching from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode and configuring data in the first configuration mode;

Step 103: if it is further needed to configure data in a second configuration mode (a subnode of the first configuration mode), then inputting a mode switch command in the first configuration mode, exiting from the first configuration mode, switching to the second configuration mode and configuring data in the second configuration mode;

Step 104: if it is further needed to configure data in a third configuration mode (a subnode of the global configuration mode), then inputting an exit command in the second configuration mode, exiting from the second configuration mode and switching back to the first configuration mode;

Step 105: inputting an exit command in the first configuration mode, exiting from the first configuration mode and switching back to the global configuration mode;

Step 106: inputting a mode switch command in the global configuration mode, switching to the third configuration mode from the global configuration mode, and configuring data in the third configuration mode.

As shown in FIG. 2, a specific embodiment of the above network data configuration method is provided: supposing the content of data configuration needed to be completed is as follows: data configuration of a gei_1/1/1 (Gigabit Ethernet Interface) module, data configuration of a BGP4+ (Border Gateway Protocol) module, data configuration of an address-family module and data configuration of a Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) module.
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BGP4+ configuration mode as shown in FIG. 2, it is needed to switch first to the BGP4+ configuration mode from the address-family configuration mode, and then to the global configuration mode from the BGP4+ configuration mode, and finally to the VLAN configuration mode from the global configuration mode; during this process, multiple mode switch operations are executed, thus, the configuration efficiency of network data would be impacted inevitably.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the disclosure provides a network data configuration method and a network data configuration system, which can effectively reduce mode switch operations in the process of network data configuration and improve the configuration efficiency of network data.

In order to solve the problem above, the disclosure provides a network data configuration method, which includes the following steps:

when receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device, a network data configuration system enters a global configuration mode;

when receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode is any configuration mode under the global configuration mode; and

when receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a second configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly from the first configuration mode and switching directly to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode.

Before the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, the method may further include:

the network data configuration system configures a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode;

the process that the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode may include:

the network data configuration system judges whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; and

when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode.

Before the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode, the method may further include:

the network data configuration system configures a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode;

the process that the network data configuration system switches directly from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode may include:

the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode; and

the network data configuration system switches directly from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode.
configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode. Before the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode by the network data configuration system, the method may further include:

the network data configuration system configures permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;

the process that the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode may include:

the network data configuration system judges whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; and when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode.

Before the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode by the network data configuration system, the method may further include:

the network data configuration system configures permission for the user who performs data configuration by, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;

the process that the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode may include:

the network data configuration system judges whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode; and

when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode, the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode.

The disclosure also provides a network data configuration system, which includes:

an execution module, which is configured to enter a global configuration mode when receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device;

a first switch module, which is configured to switch directly from the global configuration mode to a first configuration mode when receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode is any configuration mode under the global configuration mode; and

a second switch module, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to a second configuration mode when receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode.

The network data configuration system may further include:

a first configuration module, which is configured to configure a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode;

the first switch module may include:

a first acquisition module, which is configured to acquire the logic channel configured for the global configuration mode and used for switching to the first configuration mode; and a first processing module, which is configured to switch directly to the first configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode.

The network data configuration system may further include: a second configuration module, which is configured to configure a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode;

the second switch module may include:

a second acquisition module, which is configured to acquire the logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode; and

a second processing module, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode.

The network data configuration system further may include:

a third configuration module, which is configured to configure permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;

the first switch module may include:

a first judgment module, which is configured to judge whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; and

a second processing module, which is configured to switch directly to the first configuration mode when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode.

The second switch module may include:

a second judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode; and

a fourth processing module, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to the second configuration mode when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode.

The disclosure has the advantages as follows:

it realizes switching directly from a global configuration mode to any configuration mode under the global configuration mode without entering modes level by level, switching directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode back to the global configuration mode without exiting from modes level by level, and switching directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode to any other configuration mode under the global configuration mode, thereby effectively reducing mode switch operations in the process of network data configuration and improving the configuration efficiency of network data.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**FIG. 1** shows a flowchart of a network data configuration method in a related art;

**FIG. 2** shows a flowchart of a specific embodiment of the network data configuration method in the related art;

**FIG. 3** shows a flowchart of a network data configuration method in an embodiment of the disclosure;

**FIG. 4** shows a flowchart of a specific embodiment of the network data configuration method in the embodiment of the disclosure; and
FIG. 5 shows a diagram of function modules of a network data configuration system in an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The specific implementation of the disclosure is described below in further detail in conjunction with accompanying drawings and embodiments.

As shown in FIG. 3, a flowchart of a network data configuration method in an embodiment of the disclosure is provided, wherein the network data configuration method includes the following steps.

Step 301: When receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device, a network data configuration system enters a global configuration mode.

The network devices involved in the embodiment of the disclosure can be a router, a switch and so on. The global configuration mode can contain a plurality of configuration submodes, and each configuration submode further can contain a plurality of configuration submodes, like a tree structure; the global configuration mode contains a plurality of subnodes (corresponding to the first-level configuration submode under the global configuration mode), and each subnode further can contain a plurality of subnodes (corresponding to the second-level configuration submode under the global configuration mode), and so on. Each configuration mode corresponds to a specific module on a network device, wherein the specific module can be a physical device, for example, a VLAN port of the network device, or can be a function module, for example, a BGP4+ protocol module of the network device; under the configuration mode corresponding to each module, a command that instructs performing data configuration on this module can be executed to configure the data of this module.

Step 302: When receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode can be a first-level configuration submode (submode) under the global configuration mode, the second-level configuration submode (grandchild node), or the Nth-level configuration submode.

Step 303: When receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a second configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode.

With the method provided by the embodiment above, the system can switch directly from the global configuration mode to any configuration mode under the global configuration mode, for example, switch directly to a child node, a grandchild node or a great-grandchild node of the global configuration mode, without entering the modes level by level; moreover, the system also can switch directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode back to the global configuration mode, without exiting from the modes level by level; further, the system also can switch directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode to any other configuration mode under the global configuration mode; thus, mode switch operations in the process of network data configuration can be effectively reduced and the configuration efficiency of network data can be improved.

In the above embodiment, before switching directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, it is needed to configure a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode; similarly, before switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode, it is needed to configure a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode.

To take configuring the logic channel used for switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode for example, the process for configuring the logic channel can be as follows: first acquiring a jump interface of the second configuration mode and then saving the jump interface of the second configuration mode under the first configuration mode, thereby establishing a logic channel used for switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode. When it is needed to switch from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode, the second configuration mode can be directly switched to by inputting a special switch command and the jump interface of the second configuration mode in the first configuration mode.

In addition, the logic channel also can be configured by other ways, for example, saving a storage path of the second configuration mode under the first configuration mode, thereby establishing a logic channel used for switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode. When it is needed to switch from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode, the second configuration mode can be switched to by inputting a special switch command and the storage path of the second configuration mode in the first configuration mode. Moreover, besides switching directly from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode through the logic channel, the system also can switch directly from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode through other ways in a related art.

The method for configuring the logic channel used for switching from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode is the same as the above configuration method, and no further description is needed here.

Likewise, besides switching directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode through the logic channel, the system also can switch directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode through other ways in a related art.

At this moment, the Step 302 specifically is that: the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel configured for the global configuration mode and used for switching to the first configuration mode; the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode;

the Step 303 specifically is that: the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode; the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode.

Generally, in order to guarantee the security of network device data, the network data configuration system also needs to configure permission for a user who performs data configuration. The network data configuration method above fur-
ther includes a step that the network data configuration system configures permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes.

At this moment, the Step 302 specifically is that: the network data configuration system judges whether the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode;

the Step 303 specifically is that: the network data configuration system judges whether the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode; when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode, the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode.

Hereinafter, an example is provided to describe the above network data configuration method in detail.

Supposing the content of data configuration needed to be completed is as follows: data configuration of gei_1/1 module, data configuration of BGP4+ module, data configuration of address-family module and data configuration of VLAN module.

The specific network data configuration method, as shown in FIG. 4, mainly includes the following steps:

Step 401: the network data configuration system enters a global configuration mode according to an input configuration command.

Step 402: supposing it is needed to configure data for the gei_1/1 module first, then a mode switch command 1 instructing switching to the gei_1/1 configuration mode is input in the global configuration mode; the network data configuration system switches from the global configuration mode to the gei_1/1 configuration mode according to the input mode switch command 1.

Step 403: after the data configuration of the gei_1/1 module is completed in the gei_1/1 configuration mode, if it is also needed to configure data for the BGP4+ module, then a mode switch command 2 instructing switching to the BGP4+ configuration mode is input in the gei_1/1 configuration mode; the network data configuration system exits from the gei_1/1 configuration mode when receiving the mode switch command 2 and switches directly to the BGP4+ configuration mode.

In the above steps, it is not necessary to switch to the global configuration mode from the gei_1/1 configuration mode and then to the BGP4+ configuration mode from the global configuration mode; instead, it is only needed to switch directly from the gei_1/1 configuration mode to the BGP4+ configuration mode, thus mode switch operations are reduced.

Step 404: after the data configuration of the BGP4+ module is completed in the BGP4+ configuration mode, if it is further needed to switch to the address-family configuration mode (a subnode of the BGP4+ configuration mode) to configure data for the address-family module, then a mode switch command 3 instructing switching to the address-family configuration mode is input in the BGP4+ configuration mode; the network data configuration system exits from the BGP4+ configuration mode when receiving the mode switch command 3 and switches to the address-family configuration mode.

Step 405: after the data configuration of the address-family module is completed in the address-family configuration mode, if it is further needed to configure data for the VLAN module, a mode switch command 4 instructing switching to the VLAN configuration mode is input in the address-family configuration mode; the network data configuration system exits from the address-family configuration mode when receiving the mode switch command 4 and switches directly to the VLAN configuration mode.

Step 406: after the data configuration of the VLAN module is completed in the VLAN configuration mode, an exit command is input in the VLAN configuration mode; the network data configuration system exits from the VLAN configuration mode when receiving the exit command and switches back to the global configuration mode.

In the above steps, it is not necessary to switch to the BGP4+ configuration mode from the address-family configuration mode, then to the global configuration mode from the BGP4+ configuration mode and finally to the VLAN configuration mode from the global configuration mode; instead, it is only needed to switch directly from the address-family configuration mode to the VLAN configuration mode; thus, mode switch operations are reduced.

Corresponding to the network data configuration method above, an embodiment of the disclosure also provides a network data configuration system, which is applied to a network device; as shown in FIG. 5, the network data configuration system includes:

an execution module 501, which is configured to enter a global configuration mode when receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device;

a first switch module 502, which is configured to switch directly from the global configuration mode to a first configuration mode when receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode is any configuration mode under the global configuration mode; and

a second switch module 503, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to a second configuration mode when receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode.

In the above embodiment, before switching directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, it is needed to configure a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode; similarly, before switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode, it is needed to configure a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode.

The network data configuration system further includes:

a first configuration module, which is configured to configure a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode; and

a second configuration module, which is configured to configure a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode.

At this moment, the first switch module includes:

a first acquisition module, which is configured to acquire the logic channel configured for the global configuration mode and used for switching to the first configuration mode; and

...
a first processing module, which is configured to switch directly to the first configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode.

The second switch module includes:

a second acquisition module, which is configured to acquire the logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode; and

a second processing module, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode.

Generally, in order to guarantee the security of network device data, the network data configuration system also needs to configure permission for a user who performs data configuration; therefore, the network data configuration system above further includes:

a third configuration module, which is configured to configure permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;

the first switch module includes:

a first judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; and

a third processing module, which is configured to switch directly to the first configuration mode when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode.

The second switch module includes:

a second judgment module, which is configured to judge whether the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode; and

a fourth processing module, which is configured to exit from the first configuration mode and to switch directly to the second configuration mode when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode.

The system provided by the above embodiment can switch directly from the global configuration mode to any configuration mode under the global configuration mode, for example, switch directly to a child node, a grandchild node or a great-grandchild node of the global configuration mode, without entering modes level by level; moreover, the system also can switch directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode back to the global configuration mode, without exiting from the modes level by level; further, the system also can switch directly from any configuration mode under the global configuration mode to any other configuration mode under the global configuration mode; thus, mode switch operations in the process of network data configuration can be effectively reduced and the configuration efficiency of network data can be improved.

The above are only the preferred implementations of the disclosure; it should be noted that, for the ordinary personnel skilled in the technical field, various changes and modifications can be made to the disclosure without departing from the principle of the disclosure, and the changes and modifications shall be included in the scope of protection of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A network data configuration method, comprising:

when receiving a configuration command that instructs configuring data for a network device, a network data configuration system entering a global configuration mode;

when receiving in the global configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switching directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode, wherein the first configuration mode is any configuration mode under the global configuration mode; and

when receiving in the first configuration mode a mode switch command that instructs switching to a second configuration mode, the network data configuration system exiting from the first configuration mode and switching directly to the second configuration mode, wherein the second configuration mode is the global configuration mode or any configuration mode under the global configuration mode;

before the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode, the method further comprising:

configuring, by the network data configuration system, a logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode, wherein configuring the logical channel comprises:

acquiring a jump interface of the second configuration mode and then saving the jump interface of the second configuration mode under the first configuration mode, thereby establishing the logic channel used for switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode;

or,

saving a storage path of the second configuration mode under the first configuration mode, thereby establishing the logic channel used for switching from the first configuration mode to the second configuration mode;

accordingly, the process that the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode comprises:

the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode by inputting a special switch command and the jump interface of the second configuration mode in the first configuration mode, and exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode;

or,

the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode by inputting a special switch command and the storage path of the second configuration mode in the first configuration mode, and exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode.

2. The network data configuration method according to claim 1, further comprising: before the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode,

configuring, by the network data configuration system, a logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode for the global configuration mode;

The above are only the preferred implementations of the disclosure; it should be noted that, for the ordinary personnel skilled in the technical field, various changes and modifications can be made to the disclosure without departing from the principle of the disclosure, and the changes and modifications shall be included in the scope of protection of the disclosure.
11 the process that the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode comprises:
the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel configured for the global configuration mode and used for switching to the first configuration mode; and
the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the first configuration mode.

3. The network data configuration method according to claim 1, further comprising: before the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode,
configuring, by the network data configuration system, permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;
the process that the network data configuration system switches directly from the global configuration mode to the first configuration mode comprises:
the network data configuration system judges whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode; and
when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the first configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly to the first configuration mode.

4. The network data configuration method according to claim 1, further comprising: before the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode,
configuring, by the network data configuration system, permission for a user who performs data configuration, wherein each user has permission to operate in one or more configuration modes;
the process that the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode comprises:
the network data configuration system judges whether a user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode;
when the user who performs data configuration currently has permission to operate in the second configuration mode, the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode.

5. The network data configuration method according to claim 2, further comprising: before the network data configuration system switches directly to the second configuration mode,
configuring, by the network data configuration system, a logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode for the first configuration mode,
the process that the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode comprises:
the network data configuration system acquires the logic channel configured for the first configuration mode and used for switching to the second configuration mode;
and
the network data configuration system exits from the first configuration mode and switches directly to the second configuration mode according to the logic channel used for switching to the second configuration mode.

* * * * *